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Al-MehánÍ (ca. A.D. 860) and'Umar al-Khayyámï (lM8-l l3l) preferred the so-called

anthyphairetic definitions of equal and greater ratios over the definitions that had been

given by Euclid in Book V of the Elemenrs. Al-Nayrïzï (ca. A.D. 880) also mentions

anthyphairetic definitions. In this paper I summarize and compare the work of these three

medieval Islamic mathematicians in anthyphairetic ratio theory.

Introduction

One of the difficult parts of Euclid's Elemenrs is the theory of ratios and proportions

of general magnitudes in Book V. This theory was developed by Eudoxus, who

lived around 350 B.C., half a century before Euclid. In 1933, Oskar Becker argued

that Greek mathematicians before Eudoxus used a theory of ratio on the basis of the

process of anthyphairesis which will be explained below, and which is mathemat-

ically related to modern continued fractions. This anthyphairetic ratio theory has

beenreconstructed in [Fowler 1999].In a new analysis, [Vitrac 2002]points out that

the very limited Greek evidence does not prove that an anthyphairetic ratio theory

of general magnitudes existed in Greek mathematics'

Euclid's Elements was translated into Arabic several times, and it soon became

one of the basic mathematical texts in the medieval Islamic tradition. Many Arabic

commentaries were written to Book V of the Elements, and whereas most Islamic

commentators followed the theory of Eudoxus, as presented by Euclid, there were at

least three authors who considered the anthyphairetic definitions of equal and greater

ratio to be more correct than the definitions given by Euclid. I will discuss three

texts dealing with anthyphairetic ratio theory:

1. The Letter on the Dfficulty in the Matter of the Ratio by Ab[ 'Abdalláh al-

Máháni. The author made astronomical observations around A.D. 860 in or near

Baghdàd, and he originated from Máhán in lran. This text by al-Máhánt had been

previously studied by the Dutch historian of science E.B. Plooij in [1950: 5G-

5ll, on the basis of the almost illegible Paris manuscript of al-Máhánr's treatise.

Plooij summarized a few definitions but he did not mention the fact that there is

more-in the text. Al-Máhánï's treatise is historically interesting because it is the

oldest extant mathematical text on anthyphairetic ratio theory. I have prepared a

critical edition with translation of this difficult text.l In the present paper I will
summarize the treatise and discuss some of its mathematically interesting parts

I Cf. rhe note added in proof on p.202. On al-Máhánf see [Sezgin 1974: 260-262]. In this paper

we will be concerned with al-Máhánr's text listed as [Sezgin 1974: 261, no. l].
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in more detail, namely al-Máhánï's anthyphairetic definition of "greater ratio"
and one of his propositions related to this concept.

2. The commentary on Book V of Euclid's Elements by Abu l-'Abbás al-Fadl ibn
Hátim al-Naynzr. The author worked around A.D. 880 in the Eastern Islamic
world, and he originated from Naynz in lran.2 The Arabic text of this part of
the commentary was published with Latin translation in [Junge et al. 1932].

3. The Letter on the Explanation of the Dfficulties in the Postulates in Euclid's
Bookby 'Umar al-Khayyámr (1048-1131).3 This letter is in three parts, and the

second part is about anthyphairetic ratio theory. The Arabic text of the letter was

publishedby [Erani 1936] (notseen), lSabra 1961], [HumáT 1967], [Rezazadeh
Malek 19981, and [Vahabzadeh 1999], and the letter has been translated into
English in [Amir-Móez 1959] and into French in [Djebbar 1997; vahabzadeh

tqgq; OjeUbar 20021. Persian and Russian translations have also appeared.a

Another text which should be mentioned here is the Explanation of the Postulates

of Euclid by lbn al-Haytham (ca.965-1041).5 A facsimile of this text with an

introduction by Matthias Schramm has appeared in [Ibn al-Haytham 2000]. In this

text Ibn al-Haytham argues that the definitions of equal and greater ratios in the

Elements are not the "right" definitions, but he does not discuss anthyphairetic ratio

theory.
As we will see, the treatment by al-MáhánT is more complicated than, and math-

ematically superior to, the discussions by al-NaynzÏ and al-Khayyámr. Below I will
present the hypothesis that al-Máhánï's proofs were ultimately derived from a Greek

work which has not come down to us. If this is correct, there must have existed an

anthyphairetic theory of general magnitudes in Greek mathematics'

Anthyphairetic Ratio Theory in Greek Mathematics

Anthyphairesis, meaning reciprocal subtraction, is the Greek name of a process

which Euclid uses to find the greatest common divisor (gcd) of two integers a1

and az. His idea is as follows (see Elements VII.|-2 [Heath 1956, II: 296-300]).
Suppose at > az.Ifazdividesal,thegcdis a2.If a2doesnotdivideal,wesubtract
a2 from dl a number of times until the remainder ca is less than az. If a3 divides

a2, the gcd is a3. If a3 does not divide a2, we subtract a3 from d2 a number of times

until the remainder a4 is less than a3, and so on. Eventually we find an integet a,
which divides an-1. This number cn is the gcd of at and a2. In Elements X.2-3

[Heath 1956, III: I7-2z],Euclid uses the same process for two magnitudes a1 and a2

of the same kind. There are two possibilities: If a1 and a2 Íue commensurable, we

2

3

4

On al-NayrIzÍ see [Sezgin 1974: 283-285].

On 'Umar al-Khayyàml see [Youschkevitch & Rosenfeld 1973].

The Persian translations can be found in [HumàT 1967;Rezazadeh Malek 1998], for the Russian

translations see the references in [Matvievskaya & Rozenfeld 1983, II: 316, no. M3].

On Ibn al-Haytham see [Sezgin 1974: 358-374]. The text in question is [Sezgin 1974: 370,

no. 281.
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will find for some t? a magnitude an which measures an-1, which means that 4,,-1

is an integer multiple of a,r. Now the process stops, and rln is the greatest common

measure of ct and a2. lf a1 and a2 ate incommensurable, the process never stops.

In [1933a] Oskar Becker argued that the process of anthyphairesis was the basis

of a theory of ratios which was developed before Eudoxus (ca. 350 B'C.)' Like

Eudoxus' ih.o.y, the anthyphairetic ratio theory could be used for rational and irra-

tional ratios. Becker's most important evidence is a definition by "ancient geome-

ters" which is cited by Alexander of Aphrodisias in a commentary on the Topica of

Aristotle. This definition says that two ratios are equal if they have the same anthy-

phairesis [Becker t933a: 312]. Becker interpreted the definition in a way which

is as follows in modern notation: Suppose we have two ratios clt '. a2 and b1 : h2'

where at, a2and ár, b2 àÍetwo pairs of magnitudes of the same kind. Now perform

the anthyphairesis on these pairs: let at : k\az * ar with 0 < al < a2' and k1 an

integer;'à2 : k2a3 * aa with 0 < aq < ca, àrd k2 an integer; and so on, stop this

proár, i{ an : knan+t for an integer k,,; and leÏ b1 - t.-\bz ! l'3 with O < b3 < b2'

ànd ki an integer; bz : kLh * ba with O < bq < b3, and kl an integer; and so on,

stop this p.o""tt if bn' :-kt,r,b,r''; for an integer kjr'' Then at : a2 : bt : b2 if (l)
thstwo processes continue'iorever, or stop after thé same number of steps (n : nt)

and (2) ior all i for which ft1 and kj have been defined, k; - ftt '

The coefficients k; and ftj occur in the continued fraction expansions ofthe real

numbers ar laz and b1/b2 respectively:

at1' -kr *;--- -'a2 kz+ ...
b'-k',+--L-.
bz ' k'r+...

Fowler has shown that it is historically misleading to interpret anthyphairesis in terms

ofcontinued fraction expansions, because the ancient Greeks saw anthyphairesis as

a process of subtraction, whereas continued fractions are the result of a process of

division [Fowler 1999: 30, 313 (n. 13), 366]. I also note that the modern concept of

a real number (such as atla) was not used in ancient Greek and medieval Islamic

mathematics. Instead of a "real number" atlaz, the mathematicians dealt with a

ratio ar : azbetween two magnitudes 4l and 42. I will Sometimes use a notation

such as atla2: lkr,kz,...kr] for a continued fraction terminating with kn, and

at/az : Íkt,kz,...] for a continued fraction in which there are more than two

coefficients kt,kz. In this notation, fkt,kz,...l may terminate with some kn (in

which case arf a2 is a rational number, and kn > 1) or continue indefinitely (in

which case at f a2is irrational). On the theory of continued fractions the reader may

consult [Hardy & Wright 1979: 129-153; Fowler 1999: 304-355]'

In Book V of the Elements, Euclid presented the theory of ratios which was

discovered by Eudoxus, and which is based on the following definition lHeath 1956'

II: 1141: a:b: c: difforallpairsof integermultiples ma,mc,nb,nd wehave

mo > nb e mc > nd, ma - nb e mc : nd, and ma < nb e mc < nd'

From now on I will use the notations a : b 4 c : dfor the anthyphairetic definition,

and a : b 2 c : d forthe definition of Eudoxus, which was rendered by Euclid in

Book V of the Elements. The Greek evidence for the older theory is very limited, as

is shown by the following list:
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Becker [933a: 32g-330]argues that there were anthyphairetic proofs of the-
oremsof theforma : b ! c: d + a,, L b: d fordifferentkinds
of magnitudes a, b, c, d, but we do not know how these or other theorems in
anthyphairetic ratio theory were proved;

Eudoxus has a definition for greater ratio (Def. 7 in Euclid's Elements V [Heath
1956, II: l14l), namely a '. b > c : d if there are multiples ma,mc,nb,nd
for which ma > nb and mc < nd. From now on I will use the notation
a : b I c : d for this definition. The ancient sources contain no trace
of adefinitiona : b 9 c: d fortheanthyphairetictheory. Thatthisis
not a trivial matter can be seen if we try to write out Becker's reconstructed
definition [Becker 1933a: 3l]l: Consider the continued fraction expansions

afb:fh,kz,...l and c/d - lk\,ki...1. Then a: b 9 c: dif k1 > k'r,or
kr : k't, k2 < k!r, or generally kt : k't, k2 : kL . . .k,-t : k'i- t and ft, > k'i if
i is odd, ki . k'i if i is even; I leave it to the reader to discuss the case where
one of the continued fractions terminates at some fto. The medieval Islamic
mathematicians did not have this modern notation, and for them the definition
was complicated by the fact that the ft; and k', had to be found by anthyphaire-
sis applied to the pairs (a, á) and (c, d) respectively. Al-Màhànt's definition is
rather short in comparison with the elaborate (and not completely exhaustive)
definition given by al-Khayyámr.

The equivalence of the definitions can be proved by ancient methods, and if a

Greek anthyphairetic ratio theory for general magnitudes existed, the geometers
(or commentators on the Elements) would naturally be interested in proofs of
a : b Lc : d # a : b ! c : d anda : b 9 c ; d e a : b 9c : d. Traces

of such proofs have not been found in Greek texts.

Summary of al-Màhánï's Treatise

Al-Máháni begins with an introduction which I will quote below. He then gives two
different (but equivalent) definitions of a : b ! c '. d. The introduction and these

definitions were quoted by Plooij [1950: 50-51], who does not say anything on the
rest of al-MáhànT's treatise.6 Al-Máhánï then defines a : b 9 c '. d, see the next
section. He then informs the reader that he will use Euclid's propositions Elements
V.I,2,3,5,6. These propositions are about rqultiples of magnitudes and do not rely
on the definitions of a : b I c : d and a : b 9 c : d.

Al-Máhánr then proves four propositions:

l. a:bEc:d+a:b!c:d.
2. a:b9c:d+a:b9c:d.

6 This explains the incorrect statement in [Juschkewitsch 1964: 251]: "al-Máhánï, bei dem wir
allerdings noch keine logische Analyse des Zusammenhanges zwischen dieser Definition (i.e.,

the anthyphairetic definition) und der Definition im Buch V der 'Elemente' des Eukleides finden,"
in the French translation [Youschkevitch1976: 84]: "al-MàhánÍ, qui ne donne encore aucune

analyse du lien existant entre cette définition et celle du Livre V des Éléments ...."
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3. a : b 4 c : d + a : b !c : danda : b 9 c :d + a : b 9c : d. The
proofs in Proposition 3 are by reductio ad absurdum.

4. An alternative proof of a'. b 9 c : d + a : b I c : d,with an explicit
construction of numbeÍs m, n such that ma > nb and mc < nd. The treatise

ends with this construction.

Al-Máhánï says in his introduction:

This is what I had found in the beginning about the ratio of magnitudes and their
proportionality. I have used it in the proof of the multiples which Euclid used in
(defining) magnitudes which have the same ratio, and which have a greater ratio,

in the preamble to the fifth Book, where Thábit ibn Quna wrote about this that

knowledge of the ratio of magnitudes and of their proportionality according to

rules is something which man can acquire from the knowledge of ratios in the way

of (whole) numbers and the propositions in the beginning of the tenth book.7

The introduction shows that al-Máhánï preferred the anthyphairetic definitions
of equal and greater ratio over the Euclidean definitions, and that he thought that the

properties in the Euclidean definitions have to be proved. Thábit ibn Quna (836-
901) translated Books V-V[ of the Conics of Apollonius from Greek into Arabic,

and he also revised the translation of Euclid's Elements by Isháq ibn Hunayn.8 The

propositionsinthebeginningofthetenthbookare ElementsX.2-3mentionedabove.
Apparently, Thábit also knew about the anthyphairetic theory of ratios.

Al-Máhánr does not tell us whether the contents of the treatise are his own inven-

tion. The Arabic "this is what I have found" (wajadtu) does not imply originality;
it may also mean that he found the proofs in some source. As I will argue below,

I believe that the wording of the proofs is by al-Màhánï, but that he took the substance

from another source, probably a Greek work in Arabic translation. As far as I know,

there is no evidence that al-Máhánr knew Greek.

Al-Máhánr's Anthyphairetic Definitions of Equal and Greater Ratio

Al-Máhánr'stwodefinitions of a: b ! c: d correspondtoBecker'sreconstruction
of the ancient theory. I quote al-Máhánï's last definition here so the reader can get

a feeling for the terminology. Al-MàhánT says:

7 Arabic text:

Jr ,=ll "ru;!l gtÀ, 'i9i cr-9 c;í t" UÀ

L r:.',i*t-Il ilEll ,.r.,

l9l

,rHl i -r$l L^J.e
J-L'\J-í-

c
.Jll

j fl, c^tr, ï..,-b: y-rbll L.i

+ p 1*t"!l je ;i-ïe !^,^;

ót.;p g<s ,4t r<-!r ,j" h-br 7-rEll ..*i Pl .ri ..r c ,S í-i # c4u óK

ilta.lt Jri C Cl Jtull .r p r-r.r^tl Ji=FJl utl i*i]! ,orll Jp cr

8 On ThAbit ibn Qurra see [Sezgin 1974: 264-272).

qb -U,- ul

';riul
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Magnitudes in the same ratio are those with (the following property): if the first and

the third are measured by the second or the fourth, or inversely, they are measured

the same number of times, and if there are left over two remainders less than the

two lesser magnitudes, and the two lesser magnitudes are measured by them, they

are measured the same number of times, and in this way indefinitely.e

This means in the notation of the previous section of this paper that c 1 : a2 ! b1 : b2

and a2 ; at L b2 : b1 if \ : k\, k, - ki, .. . ("they are measured the same number

of times").
In all manuscripts of al-Máhánï's treatise which I have seen there are one or more

serious scribal erors in the definition of a : b 9 c : d. What I present here as "al-

Máhánï's definition" is my tentative restoration of the text, based on the assumption

that the definition of az'. or 9 bz'. br in al-Máhánï's treatise in its original form
was consistent with the way in which he used it in Propositions 2, 3 and 4 of his

texfi On the basis of the same argument, I have also made a number of emendations

elsewhere in my edition of the text.
Here is my reconstructed definition. Al-Máhánr says:

On being greater in ratio. The ratio of the first (magnitude) to the second is said to be

greater than the ratio of the third to the fourth, if the first, or a remainder of it, (which

is) not less than the second, or a remainder of the second, corresponding to the

remainder of the first, exceeds the second or a remainder of it, corresponding to the

remainder of the first (magnitude), any of them (exceeding) the one corresponding

to it, but the third (magnitude), or a remainder of it, of the (same) rank of the

remainder of the first, and of the same rank as the remainder of the second, does

( not )r0 exceed the fourth (magnitude) or a remainder of the fourth (magnitude) of
the rank of the remainder of the second.ll

I have divided the following explanation of the definition into steps, to agree with
my discussion of Proposition 2 in the next section. For the same reason, I use the

notation az : at andb2: b1 for the two ratios, although it is of course confusing to call
al-Máhánï's first, second, third and fourth magnitudes a2, at, bz, bt respectively.

9 Arabic text:

o! c;í u"<-Jt Ji CUb ittt c,JuJïr .;-r!t ,s ljj .,Jl d 6-l: \:.^; ./ly-rEll
cif q" ó!rr"-!l sËs ,J--e!t ,r JU' O!'* Ló" .-t- óJe ij-eLi" Lo;Ë

'.J t-U ! U JJ UKÀJ ii9t"i, J-:,u;3l liÀ .rL" tà-i

l0 The word "not" (Arabic: /a-) is my addition to restore the mathematical sense.

I I Arabic text:

.1r!t ;r.,, cut JJ éJuJt q; .-r.uï ;ur J1 J:!r i*; Ji Jt;-.f ,-l;."!l C

J_,!l cr ,yi$l ;;,ill +F ;ctt u ,p- ;;i :ï CBI .r p\ ê o ?! ,-l-- :i
sK3'o4ll] uto ób-uo"i ,1r!r d/ 

';$l 
;l-tu-4]àj o gt, ,p ,-F ri ;l'tt * n-l-

d/ j$t J;Jt u/ J- j' J:(,lt y do- ,JiJl ,JÉiJl itl !t -. ê- JÉi Ji éJUJI

.dwl .r,jUr ..pI qr j CUI y../,:z..j-, gPri 6!Jl & n-:- ( 
"l 

) .llJl
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Step 0. We have az'. at 9 U2, &1 in the following two (overlapping) cases:

. a2> a1, b2 < b1,

. a2>a1,b2<b1.
In the definition, al-Máháni only refers to the second of these two cases. lt is

possible to make further emendations to the text of the definition so that the first case

is included. These emendations are unnecessÍuy if al-MáhánT implicitly assumed

a2 | at 9 bz, b1 3 b1 : b2 9 o1, o2.

Step 1. lf a2 < at, b2 < b1, there is an integerkr Z I such that c1 : ktaz* a3,

bt : ktbz* á:, and either O < a3 < a2oÍ0 < bs < b2 oÍboth. Al-Máhánt calls
d3 and b3 "remainders" of a1 andb1.
We have a2'. ar 9 U2, á1 in the two (overlapping) cases:

. a2> a3, b2 < b3,

. a2>a3,b2<b3.

Step 2. If a3 < a2, b3 < bz,wêcontinue in the same way: there is an integer kz > |

such that az : k2a3 * a4, b2 : kzbl * bq, andeither O < aq < c3 or 0 < bq < b7

or both. Al-Máháni calls a4 and ba, "remainders" of a2 and b2.

We have a2'. at 9 Ar, á1 in the two (overlapping) cases:

. a4>a3,b4<b3,

. a4>a3,b4<b3.
If aa < a3, b4 < á3 we continue with Step 3, analogous to Step l, and so on. In

general, al-Máhánrcallsa2r11 , b2n+t remainders of a1, b1,àfida2,r, b2, remainders

of a2,b2. Note that a2 : at 9 b2 : b1 # a2 : a3 9 b2 : fu e a4 : a3 9 ba : b3

and so on.
Al-Màhánr's definition is based on anthyphairesis, but in his definition the sub-

tractions are done at the same time in both pairs of magnitudes. Thus if a2 < a 1 and

bz < bt, al-Máhánr subtracts a certain number of times a2 from dl and b2 from b1

and stops as soon as one of the remainders a3, b3 satisfies the inequality a3 < a2 or
bt . bi.In his definition of a2: o, 9 br: b1, the remainders aré always positive,

although in his definition of a2'. at ! bz, br he also considers the possibility that

there may not be a remainder left (in modern terms a3 : 0)' I leave it to the reader to

verify that al-Máhánï's definition of az'. at 9 b2: ár is mathematically equivalent

to Becker's reconstructed definition.
Al-Máhánï does not give an explicit definition of a2 : o, 2 br: á1. However,

elsewhereinhis texthe implicitly assumes a2 i q 2 U2,b1 (g b2 : b1 9 o2, o1.

Thus we can derive his definitionfor a2: a1 2 b2: bl by interchanging a; and bi

in the above argument. Then it is possible to prove that for two arbitrary pairs of
magnitudes of the same kind a2, at and b2, áiwe have either a2 : at ! bz : bt or

a2 : at 2 U2 , b1 oÍ a2 : ar 9 bz : bt Al-Máháni assumes this property in his

text but does not give a proof of it. Perhaps he considered it as self-evident, or as an

axiom. The property is an axiom according to al-Khayyámr in his treatise which I
will discuss below.

193
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Outline of al-Máhànï's Proposition 2

In Proposition 2 al-Màhánï assum es a2 '. at 9 bz: à1. Thus there are integers rn, n
such that

na2 > flta1, flb2 < mbt.

He wants to prove az: at 9 bz: h.
In modern terms, al-Màhànl's proof boils down to the following, if all errors and

omissions are corrected.

Step 0..Al-Màhánr supposes n > m. Therefore bz < bt. If a2 ) at, we have
a2 : ar 9 b2 : b1 by Step 0 of al-MáhánT's definition.

step 1. If n > m, a2 < at, bz < á1, consider the first quotient k1 in the continued
fraction expansion of a1f a2: [kr , . . .]. If ft1 is not the same as the first quotient in
the two continued fraction expansions of n/m and b1 f b2, or if a1 - k1a2, it is easy
to show that a2 i a1 ) b2 : bl by Step I of the definition.

In all other cases we have

n'a2 > ma3, n'b2 < mb3,

forn' : n-mk1,a3 - ar kp2,b3 - bt- ft1b2with0 <
0<q<a2,0<bz<bz.
Step 2. Now consider the first quotient k2 in the continued fraction expansion
of b2/fu. If k2 is not the same as the first quotient in the two continued frac-
tion expansions of mf nt and of a2f a3, or if b2 : k2b3, it is easy to show that

Á

az : ar ) b2 : à1 by Step 2 of the definition. In all other cases we have

n'a4 > mta3, ntb4 < m'b3,

form' : m-ntk2,a4 - a2-k2a3,b4 - bz-kzbl with0 < m' < n'
O<a+<a3,0<bt<bl.

If one continues this process it will stop eventually, since the integers n, m, n, ,

m' ... decrease.
Al-Máhànï does not inform the reader what exactly should be done if the

process does not stop with Step 2. In this case one should repeat Step 1, with
a4, a3, b4, b3, fl' , f instead of a2, at, b2, b1, n, m. Al-Máheni also fails to give in-
structions for the case where m > n at the beginning. In this case, one can proceed
immediately to Step 2 with nt : n, d3 : at. These substitutions Íue easy in modern
notation but they are by no means self-explanatory for an ancient Greek or medieval
Islamic geometer.

The mathematical errors in all available manuscripts of al-Máhanï's text can of
course be corrected, but they cannot be explained as the result of mechanical scribal
eÍïors. Thus the flaws were, in all likelihood, in the original text that al-Màhàni
wrote.

In Proposition 4, al-Màhánï assumës a.2 : at 9 bz : br. Then he uses the
process of Proposition 2 in reverse order in the construction of numbers rn, n such
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thatnaz > mat, nb2 < ntbl.Heconcludes a2: at 9 Ar, br. This proof also

contains mathematical flaws which can be corrected but which cannot be explained

as scribal errors.

Al-Naynzï on Anthyphairetic Ratios

In the commentary on the definitions of Book V of the Elements, al-Naynzr uses

some anthyphairctic ratios. The first relevant passage is occasioned by Euclid's
Definition 3, "a ratio is a sort of relation in respect of size between two magnitudes

of the same kind" [Heath 1956, II: I l4]. In his commentary on this definition, al-

Naynzr discusses anthyphairesis for two commensurable and for two incommensu-

rable magnitudes [Junge et aI. 1932: 4-6]. Al-Nayrrzï then interpolates the following
definition, which he ascribes to Euclid, and which I will call Definition 3t: "Pro-

portionality is equality of ratios, and it (only) exists for at least three magnitudes."

Definition 3l is a combination of Euclid's Definitions 6 and 8. In his commentary
on Definition 3 |, al-Naynzí explains what "equality of ratios" is. He gives a general

anthyphairetic definition of a : b ! b '. c, followed by an example, and he then

explains by an example the meaning of a : b 2 c : d, without giving a general

definition [Junge et al. 1932: 8-12]. Below we will see that his understanding of
a : b ! , , d was less than perfect. He then says that "If the situation of the

magnitudes, in their equality between them, is not this situation, they are not propor-

tional" [Junge et al. 1932: 12-13], and he gives the following incorrect definition of

a:b9c:d:
If the first (magnitude) measures the second by a number less than the number

by which the third measures the fourth, and if from the second a remainder is

left which measures the first magnitude by a number which is also /ess than the

number by which the remainder of the fourth magnitude measures the third, and

if also two remainders from the first and the third are left over which have the

same situation with respect to the first remainders of the second and the fourth, and

this situation between the interchanging remainders continues indefinitely, then

this situation does not fall under proportionality, but it is the situation where the

ratio of the first to the second is greater than the ratio of the third to the fourth

[Junge et al. 1932: 12-13].

In my notation of the previous section, al-Naynzr seems to say thatif b la : lftt , . . .]

andd/c - fk\,...1, we havea: b 9 c: dif k1< ftl andif ft1 : k'r,kr. kt'....
Inreality, a:b 9 c:dif kt.k'tork1 : k'r,k2> k!r,etc- Tomakemathematical
sense here, the italicized words and andless in the quoted passage should be changed

to or and greater. Al-Naynzï then gives a definition of a ratio smaller than another

ratio, which we obtain from the quoted passage by changing all words "less" to

"greater." This definition is also incorrect. Thus it appears that al-Nayrïzr probably

did not understand the mathematics.l2

12 This was pointed out in [Junge et al. 1932: 12, n. 1].
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If the mathematical eÍrors Íre corrected, the definitions are reminiscent of the
reconstructed definition of a : b 9 c : d and a : b 2 c : d in[Becker 1933a: 312]
and the correct definition by al-Khayyámr, but al-Naynzr's definitions are unlike
al-Máhánr's definition of a'. b ) c : d.

Al-Nayrrzr next discusses Euclid's Definition 4,13 and then turns to the prob-
lematicDefinition 5'. a: b 2 c: difforallpairsof integermultiples *à,*r,
nb,nd we have: ma > nb e mc > nd, ma : nb # mc : nd, artd
ma < nb e mc < nd. Al-Naynzr first explains that Euclid did not mean to
compare the multiples m, n but the quantities ma, nb, mc, nd. He continues with
the following, somewhat obscure, sentences, into which I have inserted the numbers
( 1) and (2). Words that I have restored to the text are in angular brackets ( ), and all
italics are mine.

-, He (Euclid) means that the excess is similar to the multiples of the common num-
ber by which the first (magnitude) measures the second and the third measures the

fourth, and this is when the first is commensurable with the second, and the third
is commensurable with the fourth. If they are not commensurable but incommen-
surable, then (l) the number of the magnitudes by which the multiples of the first
measures the multiples of the second are similar to the number of the magnitudes
by which the rnultiples of the third measures the multiples of the fourth; and (2)
the number of the magnitudes by which the remainder of the second measures the
first, is equal to the number of magnitudes by which (the remainder of the fourth
measures the third, and the number of the magnitudes by which the remainder of
the first measures the remainder of the second, is equal to the number of magnitudes

by which ) the remainder of the third measures the remainder of the fourth, and this
then continues indefinitely.la

One can make mathematical sense of the passage by deleting the four italicized
occurrences of the phrase multiples of the. What is left is a general definition of
a2 : at ! bz , á1. I conclude that al-Naynzï had access to this definition but did not
really understand it well enough to avoid confusion with the Euclidean definition.

"Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another which are capable, when multiplied, of
exceeding one another."

Here is the Arabic text of the last part of the passage:

Jl y-:bll :r-J tiet ^" ;iUJl JL.i! d,\ll JtJl Í-, ._ilt ,,rbll :.r-' oÁi
J:iu .;Bt iL;i r.rii .5Jt Trbll r.u óÉ-: 6Ul r-tU! cfBt .-rt*;ir-ri:

,* dl ,,-:bll :.r-' oJí3 c.JUU CUI it.;ei ) ,- dt 7-:Ell r.r^J ti3t..

f CUI iuiJ cJul iÉi ( ,* dl7-:till .rr^l tiel.... iliJt il-à.iJ .1r!t ;ut
'qq; 4* JJ *tJjí,J!.? ',1

Junge [932: 16] emended the text in a different way: he did not include the passage in angular
brackets but changed the last 6Ul iU;l c,Jtll il.Ë to cJtll 6Ul it;i, which is less plau-

sible. I have checked the text in Junge's edition (based on the t eiden manuscript) with f. 99b
of the newly found manuscript of al-Nayn-zï's commentary in the Marashi Library in Qom; this
manuscript agrees with the Leiden manuscript but not with Junge's emendation.

l3
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Al-Nayrrzï continues:

Euclid did not mean anything else than this. As for those who wanted to present

proofs of this and other (related things), this is a deviation, since it forces them to

propositions whose subjects are more advanced, and if their purpose had been the

iruttr itsetl they would have known that this thing does not need a proof, because

it belongs to the first principles for someone who has reached this place, since

every treatise has principles which are in accordance with the level of that treatise

[Junge et al. 1932: 1G-l7].

Al-Naylz1 probably means that Euclid's definition is equivalent to the anthy-

phairetic definition, but apparently he found it unnecessary to prove the statement

a : b ! c : d + a : b 4 c : d inhis commentary on this elementary work.

I conclude that if al-Naynzï had seen al-Máhánr's treatise, he was probably not

impressed by it. Since al-Nayrïzï's anthyphairetic definitions of ratios greater or

lesi than other ratios cannot have been derived from al-Máhánt's treatise, there must

have been more literature on the subject available around A.D. 900, when al-NayrrzT

wrote his commentary.

Al-KhayyámT on Anthyphairetic Ratio Theory

I will now present a brief analysis of the second part of the I'etter on the Explana-

tion of the bfficutties in the Postulates of Euclid by al-Khayyámi (1048-1 131), on

which see also lVitrac 2002). This second part is devoted to the relation between

Euclidean and anthyphairetic ratio theory. According to al-Khayyámr, the anthy-

phairetic definitions are the "true" definitions, whereas the Euclidean definitions are

ànly ,,well-known." The purpose of the second part is to present proofs of the equiv-

alence of the two definitions of equal ratios and greater ratios. Thus al-Khayyámi

proves the same theorems as al-Máhánt, but the proofs are very different'

Al-Khayyámï has a separate discussion of the case where the ratios in question

are ratios between rational numbers. This case will not concern us here'

In his discussion of irrational ratios, al-Khayyámr assumes as an axiom that for

two nairs of magnitudes a,b and c,d ofthe same kind, either a : b 9 c : d or

o, U ! r: doía:b 2 c: d. Fortworatiosa :bandc: dwhichsatisfythe

Euclidean definition a : b ! c : d, al-Khayyámï assumes that a 
" 
b and c : d also

satisfy all properties of ratios proved by Euclid in Book V of the Elements'

Al-Khayyámr assumes as an axiom the existence of a fourth proportional in a

way which is in modern notation as follows [Djebbar 199]: 48; Vahabzadeh 1999:

292-293, 3 5G-35 1 ; Djebbar 2002: l|3l:
If a, b are two magnitudes of the same kind, and c is another magnitude, then

1. there is amagnitude / of the samekind as c suchthata : b ! c: f ,

2. thereis amagnitude /'of the samekindas c such thata:b E c: Í'.
Al-Khayyámï does not make a clear distinction between / and //, but in his proofs,

he does-not make the tacit assumption that / and f' *e necessarily the same'
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The existence of a fourth proportional / or /' is a problematic assumption

because it implies the solution of numerous problems, for example the quadrature

of the circle.l5
Al-KhayyámÏ first Proves 4

differs from that of al-Máhánt.
are based on two lemmas:

: b 3 c : d + a : b ! c : d,byamethod which

The remaining three proofs in al-KhayyámÏ's text

l. Lemmal: c:d!c: f ad:f [Vahabzadeh1999:295,lemme2'3],

2. Lemma Z: c: d 9 c: f ---+ f , d [Vahabzadeh 1999: 296,lemme2.4f.

These lemmas are straightforward consequences of the anthyphairetic definitions.

They do not require a complicated proof as in al-Máhanl's Proposition 2.

The three other proofs are now simple:

o Suppose a : b Lc : d.Thereisamagnitude/ suchthata : b ! c: /, henceby

thefirsttheorem a : b L c i f,so,b!Lemmà I,d :/,whence a : b ! c : d.

o Suooose a: b 9 c: d.lf a: b ! c: d,wehavebytheprevioustheorem
,,^A gc: d, contradiction. If a:b 2 c: d,thereisamagnitude/ suchthat

a:b!c: f ,soc: / 2c:d,hence.byLemma2,f ' d'By theprevious

theorem a : b ! c'. f ,hence c :.f 9 c'. d,so, by Euclid's ElementsY'lo,

f . d,contradiction. Thus a : b 9 c : d.

r Suppose a:b 9 c: d.Inthepreviousproof,weointerchangeE withÁ,and
Elements V.l0 with Lemma 2. We conclude a : b 3 c 

" 
d'

I finish my brief analysis of al-Khayyámï's text by a discussion of his defini-

tion of greatei ratio, which consists of an incomplete list of cases presented in a

confusing order. I will discuss al-Khayyámr's definition here in much greater detail

than [Vahabzadeh 1999: 291-292], not only because it may have been influenced

Uy at-Uananl, but also to illustrate the difficulty of the subject to a medieval Islamic

mathematician. For sake of clarity I have inserted the numbers (l) to (8) in the

definition. Al-Khayyámï saYs:

As for the geometrical (definition of 4;: If all multiples of the first are subtracted

from the second and a remainder is left, and all multiples of the third are subtracted

from the fourth and a remainder is left, and (1) the number of multiples of the first

is less than the number of multiples of the third, or (2) this number is equal to that

number, but all multiples of the remainder of the second are subtracted from the

first until a remainder is left, and all multiples of the remainder of the fourth are

subtracted from the third until a remainder is left, and the number of multiples of

the remainder of the second is greater than the number of multiples of the remainder

of the fourth, or (3) this number is also equal to that number, but if all multiples

of the remainder of the first are subtracted from the remainder of the second, and

all multiples of the remainder of the third are subtracted from the remainder of the

fourth, und th" number of multiples of the remainder of the first is less, (4) or no

15 If the existence of a fourth proportional is assumed, we can find the quadrature of a circle with

radius r as follows. Take a the square with side r, b the circle with radius r, c an arbitrary line

segment, and let / bethe linesegmentsuchthat a; b: c: f .lf g is ameanproportional

bei*een c and f , the square with side g is equal to the circle with radius r. On the history of

the fourth proportional in Greek geometry see [Becker 1933b]'
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remainder is left of the remainder of the second or of the second, and a remainder

is left of the remainder of the fourth or of the fourth, then the ratio of the first to the

second is necessarily greater than the ratio of the third to the fourth, in reality (i.e.,

according to the anthyphairetic theory).

In general, in this kind (of ratio): if (5) either no remainder is left of the second

or of its remainders, (6) or its remainders are less in number,l6 (7) or a remainder

is left of the first or of its remainders, and no remainder is left of the third or of
its remainders, (8) or the remainders of the first are greater (in number)17 than the

remainders of the third, then the ratio of the first to the second is greater than the

ratio of the third to the fourth.

Forthis notion there is a longerdistinction ofcases than this, and you can know

it by this rule which I have taught you, so understand it (my own translation of the

Arabic text in [Vahabzadeh 1999: 34918-25]; compare the French translations in

[Djebbar 1997: 4748; Vahabzadeh 1999: 348; Djebbar 2OO2: I I l-l 12] and the

English translation in [Vahabzadeh 1997: 252]).

Here is a paraphrase of al-Khayyámr's definition in my standard notation.

His first, second, third and fourth magnitudes are my a2,at,b2and á1 respec-

tively. Al-Khayyámï assumes, just like al-Máhánï, az < at and b2 < b1. He

then defines the "remainder of the Second" (my a:) and the "remainder of the

fourth" (my às) by ot - kpz+ a3, bt : k'rb2 * }: for integers h, ki, such

that0 < a3 < a2, O < bt < bz.Thenc2 : a1 9 b2: b1ifk1 < kl (Case l).
If kr - k'r, he tacitly assumes a3 + 0, bt * A and proceeds to define his

"remainder of the first" (my at) and "remainder of the third" (my áa) by oz -
k2a3*a4, b2:kLbt*ba,for integers kz, kL,suchthatO < aq < 43' 0 < b+ < bt'

Then a2 : at 9 b2: fu if kz > k', (Case2).

If kt : k2, he tacitly assumes a4 + O, ba * O and then defines fr3 and

/ri in thé same way by q .: k3a4 * a5, b3 : k\fu * bs with 0 < as 1 a4,

0 < bs < àa. Then az: at 9 Ar, h if h < k! (Case 3).

Having come thus far, he realizes some of his tacit assumptions and says that

a2'. aL 9 b2: á1 also if (k3 : k\) as :0, bs > 0, or a3 :0, h > O (Case 4).

He then lists four more general cases where e2: Q 9 Az, b1 (I render his tacit

assumptions in parentheses and take n as an arbitrary integer > 0.)

o (frr : k'r),u: O,bt >
kzn-t: kLr-), a2n+t :0, bzn+t > 0 (Case 5);

r (kr : k\\, kz . klz or (kr : k\, k2 : k'2, ...kzn-r : kLn- r)' kzn . k'zn

(Case 6);

Vahabzadeh supplied the passage "than the remainders of the fourth." The word "petits" in

his translation "ses restes sont plus petits que les restes de la quatrième," is imprecise. Al-
Khayyamï us es aqall, meaning: less in number, so he means k2 . kL, k n < k'r,r. For al < bz,

d2n*t 1 b2na1,he would have used the word asghar, because a3 and b3 are magnitudes but not

numbers. Djebbar translates correctly "inférieurs en nombre."

Vahabzadeh's translation: "les restes de la première sont plus grands que les restes de la troi-

sième,"isinaccurate. Al-Khayyámiusesa?amformagnitudesandaktharfornumbers. Djebbar

translates correctly " (en nombre) supérieurs."
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. (kr : k'1, kz : k'z), a4 > o, b4: o, and in general (kt : k\, k, - ki,
k2n : k!2), azn+z > O, b2r+2:0 (Case 7);

. (kr : k\, kz: kt), kz , k\ (Case 8).

Case 8 is incomplete, and Cases 6 and 8 are incorrect and the opposite of the

correct Cases I and 2. The tacit assumptions at the beginning of al-Khayyámt's

definition resemble similar assumptions in the definition by al-Máhànt, who never

works with remainders equal to zero.

Conclusion

Anthyphairetic ratio theory may have been investigated by more Islamic mathemati-

cians than have been mentioned in this paper. My impression is that al-Máhánr and

al-Khayyámr understoodthedefinitionof a : b ! c: dcorrectly. Al-Naynzr did

not understand the definition of a : b 9 c : d;al-Khayyamr stated the definition of
a : b 9 c : d ina longwinded and incorrect way but he was able to apply it in a
simple situation; only in al-Máhánr's text do we find more profound applications of
a : b 9 c : d, such as in his Proposition 2. My tentative conclusion is that a real

tradition of working with anthyphairetic ratios did not exist in Islamic mathematics

in a way which went beyond a study of the definitions.
Mathematically, the proofs in al-Máhánï's text are more interesting than al-

Khayyámï's proofs because al-Máhánï does not assume the existence of a fourth

proportional and dislikes proofs by reductio ad absurdum. Al-Máhánt's text is
problematic because there are many flaws in it that cannot be the result of scribal

eÍrors, and that must therefore have been in the original version which al-Máhànt

wrote. Because the proofs are very complex and can be easily corrected, I believe

that they were ultimately derived from correct proofs, that had been transmitted to

al-Máhánr in incomplete or mutilated ways. If the author of these correct proofs was

an Islamic mathematician, he must have been a near contemporary of al-Máhánt, so

an incomplete transmission would be very unlikely. It is much more probable that

the proofs were in a Greek work that had been transmitted into Arabic in an incorrect

way. This work may have been a lost commentary on Euclid's Elements or a text

such as Menelaus' lost Geometrical ElemenÍs which was translated into Arabic by

Thábit ibn Qurra.ls The Greek text may have contained a proof which was obscurely

worded but correct, or the proof may have been incorrect but adapted from an even

more ancient Greek source which stated the proof correctly. Al-Máhánï rephrased

the text and he did his besí to correct the mathematical errors and infelicities, but he

was not completely succesful.l9 Thus al-Mahánï's text may tell us as much about

Greek mathematics as about mathematics in Islamic civilization. My hypothesis of
a Greek origin of al-Máhánr's text is preliminary, and will have to be the subject of
further research.

18 On this work see [Hogendijk 2000].

lg In a similar way, al-Máhánï tried to make sense of the incorrect version of the Spherícs of
Menelaus that was available to him, see [Krause 1936: 26) '
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